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A city works as an ecosystem in many ways. However, we currently
do not live within that ecosystem, as the difference between an
ecosystem and a city is the waste output and food input . Nature and
society do not exist independently because there are no spaces of
nature unaffected by man. With this in mind we need to reestablish our
relationship with nature. Architecture and engineering can be used to
create buildings that will allow humans to turn cities into ecosystems.
This thesis argues that Urban Vertical Farms will produce social
and economic hubs that will be a new way to feed ever-increasing
populations.
The industrial food system has done many great things for people
including freeing up time for other activities. However, it has also
changed the way people see food and the important place that it holds
in the forming of culture. The mechanization of food has given many
people jobs and supported lifestyles people previously could not
sustain, but at what cost? With government provision and sustainable
growing strategies many buildings could support their local area in
an immediate way through the production of food both with fruits and
vegetables as well as meats of different types.
This thesis is proposing a mixed use commercial and agricultural
building within the Warehouse District of Minneapolis, Minnesota. With
a population rise of 1100% in the last ten years and close proximity
to areas in need of food justice action this building investigates the
ability for buildings to act not only as shelter for people, but also as
life springs for those living within its proximity. Food production, water
filtration and education of the human connection to their role in nature
are three of the tenants that “The Seed” addresses. The Seed will
germinate the concept of Vertical Urban Farming as a strategy for
implementation of food justice and security programs.

1. “Realtor.com.” Accessed October 22, 2015.
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[

]

“No ecosystem can exceed the limits of biomass
production, which is strictly regulated by the total
amount of incoming energy.. Cities do not follow this
simple rule of nature, and therein lies the problem.”

[

The Vertical Farm - Dr. Dickson Despommier

]

“Community food security is rooted disciplinary in
urban planning and community development rather
than in agricultural of nutritional sciences.”
Together at the Table - Patricia Allen

Chapter 1 | Introduction
5

Definitions

seed
/sēd/
an organism’s unit of reproduction,
capable of developing into another
such organism.

ec

• o • sys • tem
/ēkōˌsistəm/

a biological community of interacting
organisms and their physical
environment, living in balance without
waste.
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aer

• o • pon • ics
/ˌe(ə)rōˈpäniks/

a plant-cultivation technique in
which the roots hang suspended in
the air while nutrient solution is
delivered to them in the form of a
fine mist.

hy

• dro • pon • ics
/ˌhīdrəˈpäniks/

the process of growing plants in
sand, gravel, or liquid, with added
nutrients but without soil.

aq

• ua • pon • ics
/ˌäkwəˈpäniks,ˌak-/
a system of aquaculture

in which the waste produced by
farmed fish or other aquatic animals
supplies nutrients for plants grown
hydroponically, which in turn purifies
the water.

7

Perception of Environments

Built

Natural

Actual Environments

Built

Natural

Every action in a city effects the environment, there is no distinct line dividing the
built and natural environments
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Claim | Contention

A city works as an ecosystem in many ways. However, we
currently do not live within that ecosystem. The difference
between an ecosystem and a city is the waste output and
food input.
We need to reestablish our relationship with nature.
Architecture and engineering can be used to create
buildings that will allow humans to turn cities into
ecosystems. This thesis argues that Urban Vertical Farms
will produce social and economic hubs that will be a new
way to feed ever-increasing populations.

9

Abiotic Components - Environment

Producers at the Base - Food

Consumers in the Chain - People

Decomposers and Nutrient Cycling Waste Treatment

Becker, Andrea. “Four Basic Components of an Ecosystem | The Classroom | Synonym.” The Classroom. Web. 2 Nov. 2015.
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Components of an Ecosystem

As the city exists we use the input from farms and
we export waste. Within Andrea Becker’s definition
of an ecosystem we currently only fulfil two of the
four components of an ecosystem. We partially
fulfil the component of waste treatment but the
issue of food production at a more localized scale
is just coming into the foreground with farmers
markets, CSA (community-supported agriculture)
shares and food co-ops. This ignores the immense
industrial agri-food system, Vertical Urban Farming
can start to change they way we see food.

11

“What Are We Eating? (infographic) - Heal | Love | Travel.” Heal Love Travel. July 12, 2013. Accessed November 21, 2015.
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1 | Introduction | What We Eat

What We Eat

The United States is 16th in the world as far as
daily consumption and 5th in meat consumption
(FOASTAT). Vegetables constitute 20.8% of an
average American’s Diet. Dairy constitutes 31.7% of
that diet. This can be seen as problematic. Pushed
by large argo-food companies, in 2005 federal
dietary guidelines advised adults to consume
approximately three cups of milk per day, a full
cup more than was previously recommended.
Recent studies suggest adults need very little
calcium and that consuming too much dairy can
actually be harmful. Another question is whether
we should be able to access any type of food
any time, this question ties into much larger social
questions which The Seed eliminates because the
impact of seasonal foods does not effect a farm
like The Seed.

“Are Americans Getting Too Much Dairy?” Newsmax. November 19, 2015. Accessed November 21, 2015.
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1 | Introduction | What We Eat

Cropland in the United States is a majority corn,
wheat, and soy. The Midwest is particularly stuck
in these modes of farming. In Minnesota alone
35% of the crop is corn making up 50% of the total
agriculture sales in Minnesota and soy makes up
another 30% of sales (60% of this soy is exported
to China). Less than 5% of the agriculture in
Minnesota is other food productions. This is similar
to cases around the nation. How can this change
to create sustainable and just food systems within
the United States?

U.S. Dept. of Ag/National Agricultural Statistical Service
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The United States consumes mostly pork and beef
as their primary red meat sources, these maps
show the distribution of the farms that produce
the animals we eat.

17
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1 | Introduction | What We Eat

Despite our love of meat we do not consume the
most popular meat in the world, goat. A study by
Professor John M. Harper suggested that 63% of
people consume goat, more than any other meat.
In fact, there is so little goat meat eaten in the
United States that it does not rank on any lists I’ve
seen on percent consumption compared to any
other animal.
Every study suggests our adversion to goats to
a constructed reality, goats seem foreign and
therefore is scary.
Why is this important?

John M., Harper. “What Is the World’s Most Popular Meat?” ANR Blogs. November 3, 2010. Accessed November 22, 2015.
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Methane

Produces 110kg of
Methane Annually

1 Dairy Cow

22 Goats

=

2 Meat Cows

=

74 Pigs

=

Rentfrow, Gregg. “How Much Meat to Expect from a Carcass.” COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE (2010). Print.
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Ecological Analysis

Milk

Produces 5,700ml
of Milk Annually

1 Dairy Cow

=

7.9 Goats

Meat

Produces 490lbs of
Beef Per Cow

1 Meat Cow

=

4.1 Goats

=

3.6 Pigs

VERMOREL, M. "Yearly Methane Emissions of Digestive Origin by Sheep, Goats and Equines in France." INRA 10.2 (2011): 153-61. Print
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Baa

Goat, roasted

Amount Per 3 oz (85 g)
Calories 122
Total Fat 		
2.6 g		
4%
Saturated fat 		
0.8 g		
4%
Polyunsaturated fat
0.2 g
Monounsaturated fat
1.2 g
Cholesterol 		
64 mg		
21%
Sodium 			73 mg		3%
Potassium 		
44 mg		
9%
Total Carbohydrate
0 g		
0%
Dietary fiber 		
0 g		
0%
Sugar 			
0g
Protein 			23 g		46%
Vitamin A
0%
Calcium		1%
Vitamin D
0%
Vitamin B-12
16%

Vitamin C
0%
Iron		17%
Vitamin B-6
0%
Magnesium
0%

Moo

T-bone steak, broiled
Amount Per 3 oz (85 g)
Calories 210
Total Fat 		
14 g		
21%
Saturated fat 		
5 g		
25%
Polyunsaturated fat
0.5 g
Monounsaturated fat
6g
Cholesterol 		
51 mg		
17%
Sodium 			57 mg		2%
Potassium 		
257 mg		
7%
Total Carbohydrate
0 g		
0%
Dietary fiber 		
0 g		
0%
Sugar			0 g
Protein 			21 g		42%
Vitamin A
0%
Calcium		0%
Vitamin D
0%
Vitamin B-12
31%

Vitamin C
0%
Iron		15%
Vitamin B-6
15%
Magnesium
5%

"Foods List." National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference Release 28. United States Department of Agriculture. Web. 3 Nov. 2015.
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Nutritional Analysis

Bloop

Tilapia, cooked

Amount Per 1 fillet (87 g)
Calories 112
Total Fat 		
2.3 g		
3%
Saturated fat 		
0.8 g		
4%
Polyunsaturated fat
0.5 g
Monounsaturated fat
0.8 g
Cholesterol 		
50 mg		
16%
Sodium 			49 mg		2%
Potassium 		
331 mg		
9%
Total Carbohydrate
0 g		
0%
Dietary fiber 		
0 g		
0%
Sugar 			
0g
Protein 			23 g		46%
Vitamin A
0%
Calcium		1%
Vitamin D
32%
Vitamin B-12
26%

Vitamin C
0%
Iron		3%
Vitamin B-6
5%
Magnesium
7%

Oink

Pork, loin, whole, broiled
Amount Per 3 oz (85 g)
Calories 206

Total Fat 		
12 g		
18%
Saturated fat 		
4.4 g		
22%
Polyunsaturated fat
1g
Monounsaturated fat
5g
Cholesterol 		
68 mg		
22%
Sodium 			53 mg		2%
Potassium 		
360 mg		
10%
Total Carbohydrate
0 g		
0%
Dietary fiber 		
0 g		
0%
Sugar 			
0g
Protein 			23 g		46%
Vitamin A
0%
Calcium		1%
Vitamin D
11%
Vitamin B-12
10%

Vitamin C
0%
Iron		3%
Vitamin B-6
20%
Magnesium
6%
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How We Farm
How We Farm
GMOs
Erosion

Seed Companies
(Monsanto 23%)

Soil Tilling
Farm

Water Supplies
(Rivers, Oceans, Ect)

Fertalizers
Irrigation
Fields

Fuel Expended

Harvest
Storage

CO2 Emissions

Shipment

Food Prep

Restaurant
Or Grocery

How We COULD Farm

Meal

Farm
Seed
Recycling
Fields
24

Irrigation
Purification
1 | Introduction | How We Farm

Storage
CO2 Emissions

Shipment

How We Could Farm
Food Prep

Restaurant
Or Grocery

How We COULD Farm

Meal

Farm
Seed
Recycling
Fields

Irrigation
Purification

Restaurant
Or Grocery
Food Prep
Meal

25

½
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1 | Introduction | How We Farm

Data on Farming

Currently in the United States it is estimated that 50% of
the food we grow (for the purpose of Food) does not
reach the plate of a consumer. The reasons vary from
drought, flood, spoilage, and disease; all factors eliminated if farming is moved indoors.

27

Present

=
6.8 Billion People

2050

=

+

9.5 Billion People
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[
[

]
]

“We now farm a landmass the size of South America,
which does not include grazing land.”
The Vertical Farm - Dr. Dickson Despommier

“[By 2050,] If we continue to farm in the traditional
fashion, then we would need another Brazil’s worth of
land to farm to produce crops.”
The Vertical Farm - Dr. Dickson Despommier

29

Vertical Farming
Land Use

Traditional Farming
Land Use
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1 | Introduction | How We Farm

Through understanding of our diets Jason Bradford
Ph.D. estimates a person requires about one acre
of land to feed them for a year. 34.5 percent of
a person’s diet is made of fish and vegetables. It
requires 15028 ft2 to feed a person their fruits and
vegetables with 25 percent of that as aquaponics
to fill the demand for fish (Tilapia, Trout, Carp,
Catfish, and Largemouth Bass). With hydro and
aeroponic one acre of land grows enough for 30
people to live off in a year, this means each person
requires 500 ft2 of aero and hydroponics.

31
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11,520 million gallons per day

38,400 million gallons per day

128,000 million gallons per day

Price Per Day:
Price Per Year:

Aeroponic
Farming

Hydroponic
Farming

Traditional
Farming

$17,280,000
$6,307,200,000

$57,600,000
$21,024,000,000

$192,000,000
$70,080,000,000

1 | Introduction | How We Farm

Despommier states “Some 70 percent of
all available freshwater on earth is used for
irrigation.” With Urban Vertical Farming the
use of hydroponic and aeroponic farming
methods could save millions of dollars and
trillions of gallons in water a year. Hydroponic
farming uses approximately 70 percent of the
water in traditional farming. Aeroponic farming
uses approximately 70 percent of the water in
hydroponic farming.
Under the chart are the numbers for those
who need to understand the detriment on the
environment in “natural capital” rather than
basic environmental understanding.
Additionally, any water the emerged from the
vertical farm would be drinkable

33

Photography by Michael Gunther
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1 | Introduction | What is the Effect?

What is the Effect?

[

]

“[From the beginning of evolution] Symbiosis became
the norm and now defines all of nature”

The Vertical Farm - Dr. Dickson Despommier

35

Photo: courtesy of South River Federation
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Agricultural runoff is responsible for more
ecosystem disruption than any other kind of
pollution This is why the United States must import
more than 80 percent of its seafood from abroad.
If this trend continues, the ocean’s crustaceans,
mollusks, and coral reefs will be in big trouble,
since calcium carbonate, a major component of
their shells and matrix, cannot form at pH values
much below 8.0. The pH value of the ocean is now
at 8.06; just twenty-five years ago it was 8.16

Despommier, Dickson D. The Vertical Farm: Feeding the World in the 21st Century. New York: Thomas Dunne Books/St. Martin’s Press, 2010.
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1. Build

2. Replace

3. Rebuild
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Once Vertical farms are built they will start to
replace the cropland. The question is; what
happens next? This question is answered
through looking at what happened during the
dust bowl and cotton plantations in this country.
Both produced major crop yield however once
the industry dried up we often let the land go
free not trying to fix it at all; in doing so we
helped the land more than we could have done
if we tried. The land grew back to its natural
state.
Nature abhors a vacuum.

39
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[

]

“Only those with no memory insist on
their originality.”
- Coco Chanel

Chapter 2 | Precedent
41

Photo: courtesy of Gardeners Chronicle

Photo: courtesy of Colgate University Library
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2 | Precedent | Joseph Paxton

Joseph Paxton
In 1832, Paxton developed an interest in
greenhouses at Chatsworth where he designed
a series of buildings with “forcing frames” for
espalier trees. After much experimentation, he
designed a glass house with a ridge and furrowed
roof that would be at right angles to the morning
and evening sun and a frame design that would
admit maximum lighting. This is the forerunner of
the modern greenhouse. It is within one of these
greenhouses that he becomes the first man in
England to bring an Amazonian water lily to flower
in November 1849, this is done through the ability
to control the climate in a building for a plant in the
same way we control climates for people within
buildings.
Paxton’s masterpiece, The Crystal Palace of the
Great Exhibition of 1851, employed techniques
taking advantage of technological advances in
the manufacture of both glass and cast iron. The
pavilion created an interior garden space which
used sunlight to control temperature and housed
both plants and animals alike. The multi-story
building combined this indoor garden with gallery
and community space creating a very popular
space that promoted culture.

Darby, Margaret Flanders. “Bourgeois and Aristocratic Cultural Encounters in Garden Art, 1550–1850.” Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium on the History of Landscape
Architecture 23 (2002). Print.
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Photos: courtesy of Giles Phillips’ Louis Sullivan Shape Grammar
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2 | Precedent | Louis Sulivan

Louis Sullivan | The Seed

Sullivan explores the complex creations of
nature through an understanding of the line and
its manifestation in the natural environment. This
portion of his paper he dubs as Remember
The Seed-Germ relating all ingenuity to original
manifestations in nature that are then adapted by
people. He argues, through drawings, the many
different forms seeded in nature.

Phillips, Giles. “Louis Sullivan Shape Grammar.” Louis Sullivan Shape Grammar. Web. 10 Dec. 2015.
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Photos: courtesy of Kono Designs

2 | Precedent | Kono Design

OTEMACHI HQ - Kono Designs
Otemachi HQ (Tokyo) is a 10,000 sq ft space
of over-ground farmland located in Otemachi
Headquarters building. It showcases city farming
initiative. The company took over a 50-year-old
structure and renovated it into the urban farm.
O2 elected to dedicate considerable space
inside the building to hydroponic and soil-based
farming, which is interspersed throughout the
entire building. There are a total of 100 different
types of produce grown. Through their urban
farm and headquarters, the recruitment company
is also supporting the education of Japan’s next
generation of farmers who work in internships to
learn about food production.
“It is the largest and most direct farm-to-table of
its kind ever realized inside a building in Japan,”
-Kono Designs
The combination of education with urban farming
is key due to most people’s lack of connection
with their food and the world’s steady decline of
farmers. There are natural needs and market needs,
for a long time market needs have outweighed
natural needs yet we must remember, everyone
must eat.
“Urban-Farm.” KONO DESIGNS. Web. 10 Dec. 2015. <http://konodesigns.com/portfolio/Urban-Farm/>.
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Photos: courtesy of Detours: Season 2, Episode 1 YouTube
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MIT | City Farm
At the MIT Media Lab Open Agriculture (“OpenAG”) Initiative
they are on a mission to bring out the farmer in “city folk” by
creating healthier, more engaging, and more inventive food
systems. OpenAG is building collaborative tools and platforms
to develop an open-source ecosystem of food technologies
that enables and promotes transparency, networked
experimentation, education, and local production.
The OpenAG process begins with the production of controlled
environment agriculture systems. These “food computers” are
set to create specific internal climates that can be modified,
manipulated, upgraded, and hacked as users experiment to
find the perfect climate recipes for their favorite fresh foods.
Users from diverse backgrounds will innovate and optimize
in unique ways as they find solutions to each challenge they
face. Nutrition and flavor can be maximized, water and energy
use can be minimized, and preferences can be customized to
suit every individual set of needs. OpenAG intend for people
to cut out the distance and import climates rather than food.
Breaking down geographical limitations and cutting down on
transportability requirements will allow local growers to focus
on feeding people in their own communities. This is the exact
technology that can be used to boost availability of culturally
secific food in distant places, a comfort especially to people
displaced due to wars and rebellion such as the Somali, Hmung
and Vietnamese populations in Minneapolis
In building this open network, OpenAG will also create
communities in which the smallest scale climate can instantly
be translated to make the largest impact. When shared openly,
controlled environment agriculture will provide access to fresh,
nutritious, and delicious foods, grown locally, anywhere on
Earth.
“OpenAG Initiative RSS.” MIT City Farm Media Lab. Web. 10 Dec. 2015.
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Photos: courtesy of Plantagon
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Plantagon
“Plantagon International is the global innovation
leader in the sector urban agriculture. Plantagon’s
resilient food systems minimize the need for land,
water, energy and pesticides. The environmental
impact is very low, and if the products are delivered
directly to consumers in the city, the transportation
costs are also minimized.
[Plantagon] develops innovative solutions to meet
the rising demand for locally grown food in cities
all around the world. [They] minimize the use of
transportation, land, energy and water – using
waste products in the process but leaving no
waste behind.”
-Plantagon, About Us
The ideas behind Plantagon which aims to create
a large scale indoor Vertical Farm relate very
closely to the ideas of Joseph Paxton with the use
of greenhouse technology to spur growth. The
Seed will act differently, incorporating the linkage
of smaller micro climates that utilized natural
and mechanical control systems to create ideal
growing climates. Imagine the model of MIT’s
City Farm, linked like a battery in both series and
parallel.

“Plantagon Home.” Plantagon. Web. 10 Dec. 2015. <http://plantagon.com/>.
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[

Nothing endures but change. – Heraclitus

]

Chapter 3 | Method
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Seattle
Portland
Twin Cities

350 Miles

Boston

Detroit
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Sacramento
San Francisco
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Denver

Kansas City

Pittsburgh
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Tri-State Area
Philadelphia
Washington D.C.

St Louis
Charlotte
Atlanta

L.A.
Dallas
Houston

Orlando
Miami
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3 | Method | Minneapolis | St. Paul

City | Site

Minneapolis | St. Paul | MN
Pop. 3,459,146 (16th)
Urban: 1,022 Square Miles
Metro: 8,120 Square Miles
2nd largest economy in the Midwest
		

Yet, 10.6% of households are food insecure

In 1950, MN was the 15th in vegetable production
We are currently 6th in farm production
Yet now 85% - 90% of food in imported to MN

Meter, Ken. “Who Produces Minnesota’s Food?” The Farmer, July 18, 1981, 22.
Siple, Julie. “Minn. ‘hunger Count’ High despite Better Economy. September 5, 2013. Accessed November 26, 2015.
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Bassett Creek
St. Anthony
West
Pop. 2,200
$56,400

Near North

Warehouse
District

Pop. 5,968
$25,100

Nicollet
Island
Pop. 144
$95,200

Pop. 3,496
$93,900

Sumner Glenwood
Pop. 1,475
$17,000

Harrison
Pop. 3,211
$27,100
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North Loop
Pop. 1,989
$88,700

Downtown
West
Pop. 5,781
$50,500

3 | Method | North Loop | Site

The Site
Located in the quickly growing North Loop adjacent
to the Warehouse District and not far east from
The Northside, a neighborhood historically under
served. The site is located over the buried Bassett
Creek a small tributary leading to the Mississippi
River. This creek acts as a storm water drain for
much of the area, collecting the drainage from
streets, highways and freeways. This is a perfect
opportunity to plug in to the system with The Seed
and watch it convert this grey water into clean
water through a public garden area with humidity
collectors.
The corridor leading from Downtown West past
Target Field toward Near North (highlighted in blue)
is under rapid development and is quickly growing
in density and vertical height. A majority of the
buildings are housing but there is a distinct lack of
food sources other than the weekly farmers market

57

1

58

2

3

4 5

3 | Method | North Loop | Site

Food Access

As stated previously, there is a large amount of
housing going into the area yet there is a distinct
lack of food sources other than the weekly farmers
market (located at 1).
1.

The Farmer’s Market

		

Occurs Once a Week, Seasonal Selections

2.

Zuccaro’s Produce

		

“Corner Store”, Small Selection, Limited Hours

3.

Runds Market

		

Convenience Store, Mostly Processed Food

4.

Local D’Lish

		

Restaurant/Grocer, Boutique Items & Prices

5.

Whole Foods Market

		

Green Washed, Expensive, Good Selection

59

Target Field
Station
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3 | Method | North Loop | Site

Transit

The Twin Cities have been growing their light rail
services since the early 2000s and Target Field
(Home of the MN Twins) is a major hub for this
light rail system with the three completed lines
intersecting here.
This not only creates convenience of shoppers to
arrive at the grocery but also can be tapped into as
a source of distribution of the product produced in
the farm.

61

11x Growth
in Population
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3 | Method | North Loop | Site

Growth

Adjacent to the North Loop is the Warehouse
District a part of town that has grown by 1100%
in the past 15 years. The area however only has
small convenience stores and no groceries.
Additionally the lot across the street from the
vertical farm is about to be developed into a 79
unit housing for recently unincarcerated men
looking to rebuild their lives with their families.
This is another 4% increase to the population,
straining an already poorly supported food
system.
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Goat
Pens B

Grass
Growing

Hay Drying

Roaming B

Breeding Area

Goat
Pens A

Refrigeration
A

Restaurant

Start Up
Kitchen

Grocery

Education
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Thermal
Loop
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Butcher

Water
Purification

Sanitization/
Lockers

Blast Chiller

Smoke
House

Freezer B

Inspector’s
Office

Office

Dairy
Processing

Prep / Blood
Drains

Refrigeration
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Vertical Farm Program Relations
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The Ground Floor of The Vertical Farm is comprised
of public spaces encouraging interaction with food
and farming.
Break Down:
1.

Public Indoor Garden		

(17,160 SQFT)

2.

Utilities 					(1,200 SQFT)

3.

Lobby 					(1,000 SQFT)

4.

Lobby 2					(1,000 SQFT)

5.

Education 				

(2,000 SQFT)

6.

Start-Up Kitchen 			

(2,000 SQFT)

7.

Butcher 					(1,000 SQFT)

8.

Restaurant 				

9.

Grocery 					(4,000 SQFT)

10.

UMN | USDA Offices 		

(4,000 SQFT)
(6,500 SQFT)
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The bulk of the Vertical Farm is dedicated to
farming itself. Each acre of a traditional farm can
feed a person for a year (this includes grazing land)
34.5% of an average American’s diet is fruit and
vegetables this means 15028 ft2 is required to feed
the average person. A vertical farm uses methods
that supply 30x that of a traditional farm. Traditional
farming additionally only gets one harvest a year,
Vertical Farming can get 6 - 8 harvests a year. With
this breakdown means 83.488 ft2 is required to feed
a person for a year. With 17 Acres of double stacked
Hydro/Aero-ponic farming the Seed can feed 17772
people. This would provide enough food for The
Warehouse District, The North Loop, Near North,
Sumner/Glenwood and Harrison Neighborhoods.

Break Down:
1-17. Farming 					(740,520 SQFT)
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The production of meat and dairy from goats is a
complex process involving many steps these are
laid out through a specific organizational strategy
Break Down:
1.		

Inspector’s/Manager’s Offices (500 SQFT)

3.

Offal Cooler				(500 SQFT)

4.

Freezer A					(500 SQFT)

5.

Refrigeration A			

6.

Blast Chiller				(500 SQFT)

7.

Smoke House				(250 SQFT)

8.

Freezer B					(250 SQFT)

9.

Refrigeration B			

(250 SQFT)

10.

Prep, Blood Draining		

(250 SQFT)

11.

Office					(2,000 SQFT)

12.

Goat Pens (52 males)		

13.

Roaming A				(2,000 SQFT)

14.

Stun Pens				(30 SQFT)

15.

Dairy Processing			

16.

Breeding Area				(2,000 SQFT)

17.

Milking					(2,000 SQFT)

18.

Roaming B				(10,500 SQFT)

19.

Goat Pens (150 Females)		

(500 SQFT)

(780 SQFT)

(5,000 SQFT)

(2,250 SQFT)

20. Grass Growth				(6,000 SQFT)
21.

Hay Drying/ Bailing			

(6,000 SQFT)
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Environmental Analysis

Sun shading is very important to a project about
vertical farming due to the fact that plants need
to use the sun as sources of food. The energy
collected by solar panels will also have an important
effect on the power that the building uses to create
responsible food sources.
These graphs show the Summer and Fall to have
a large amount of sun light however in the Winter
and Spring there is very little sunlight due to high
amounts of shading. They also show angles of
the sun and their relevant temperature ranges
and where over heating occurs that requires solar
shading, suggesting more horizontal shading in
the south at certain degrees. This solar shading
can incorporate photovoltaics to minimize building
energy use
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In addition to the creation of energy, the surrounding
environment can help with temperature and lighting
controls within the building. Parts of the building can
utilize natural ventilation to heat and cool it while other
parts utilize heating and air conditioning to create
other environments for off season productions.
The average temperature is mostly below a human
comfort zone however it is within a normal range
for plant growth for seven months out of the year.
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Wind direction creates a base to analyze the
possibility of wind energy as well as temperature
regulation through cross ventilation.
The wind wheel shows a majority of wind coming
from the South-West. The majority of the rain
however comes from the South-East.
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Sun Path Diagram:
Sunlight Hours:
Min: 3 Hours 45 Minutes
Max: 11 Hours 20 Minutes
Avg: 7 Hours 15 Minutes
Temperature
Min: 8°F
Max: 83°F
Avg: 46°F
Average Days with Precipitation: 9 Days
Average Precipitation in Inches: 2.55”
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Sun path analysis gives a good understanding of
most and least effective times of the day and season
for gathering sun. The minimum and maximum sun
hours range from 3 hours 45 minutes to 11 hours and
20 minutes. This range means during the summer
if energy is being collected it will be sold back to
the city and then using the revenue generated The
Seed will then buy back power during the winter
when hours are at the lowest.
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Evolution

The Seed is an act of germination, this means that
if it is sucessful there will be more. The Seed could
evolve into a network across the United States.
The design would change to take advantage of
natural climates but overall if a single building can
produce almost 18,000 peoples food in a year then
the connection could grow into a large, sustainable
business venture providing food security and
quality across the nation.
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